
PTA meeting September 13, 2016

PTA president needed for next year.  See Terra if interested

Principal Report- thank you to grandparents and grand-friends who came;event went well; over 80 
attended;  
Parent-Teacher conferences this week; slight difference in report card- academics same, putting 
computational theme into the report card.  Ms. Maa designed this new feature; please provide 
opinions/thoughts to Mr. Nadrozny.
Coding being infused into more aspects of the student's days, not just 40 minutes of coding.
The first quarter has gone very well.

Treasurer Report
biggest question- teacher grants.   teachers who join PTA receive $100 if they request funds– just turn 
in receipts; must be used in the classroom.  Should we keep this practice?  Agreed to keep as is.

Field trips- 4th grade field trip bus fee may need to be increased. Terra will come back to ask approval 
for an increase.  Trip tentative for April.  

Discussion needed on the garden committee and how they should be involved in the maintenance.  A 
former teacher was taking the lead on the gardens, we don't have anyone to take that over.

Upcoming Events
Desserts needed for P-T conferences drop off before 3pm on thursday.

Family reading night- oct 27th.  Teachers set up to read to the students- all different levels.  Enrichment 
teacher will do something hands on.  Costumes encouraged if the family wishes.  7Pm trunk and treat- 
parents can sign up for trunk/treat;  afterward- small firepit and haybales with campfire songs with Ms. 
Kuchenbrod.
Amy Elli to collect trunk/treat names.

Craft/vendor fair- Dec 6th.  6:30-8pm
students can do crafts for free.
Vendors will be in the building;  If you wish to be a vendor- see Amanda Hoff-Jones.
Volunteers needed to assist students with crafting

Newsletter- quarterly newsletter a good idea.
Add link to facebook and website address on all flyers.  Sponsored by Kenwood PTA suggested tab line
for all flyers with the PTA webstie address.

Kenwood PTA website- google calendar created- you can download all events to your mobile device.

Student council- read a thon begins after family reading night
Need someone to put the envelopes together- kindergarten mother wants to do something from home.  
Terra to work on that

Family dinner nights- schwans over the break



Birthday table- cart of books from scholastic;candy; pencils; cupcake- for each kid with a birthday that 
month.  

Box tops- school still collecting box tops; drop off outside PTA office; note the teacher's name so the 
tops are credited toward that classroom.

Membership cards sent home via students; sign up PTA.org to receive a weekly newsletter.

Yearbook- need more pics- send to Stephen Haas with date of event; name of event; student names if 
needed.
send pics to terra for the screen outside the office.

Adjourned at 7:00


